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I always say when Festival time rolls around,
"you don't have to be crazy, but it helps!"
Perhaps nobody but some kind of a nut would
attempt to make travel arrangements for seven
Central American girls, over a distance of 20,000
miles, in seven countries, sitting at a desk in Fulton, but I have done that, together with arranging
receptions, press conferences and arrival times and
departures for a chartered plane ride to four state
capitals in 48 hours.
The Lord willing and the creeks don't rise,
Linda Arrington and I will be leaving Fulton either
Saturday or Sunday for New Orleans to meet the
marimba band, and seven Latin-American beauty
queens who will be coming into the Crescent city at
all times of the day and night.
We'll be staying at the Hilton Inn at the New
Orleans Airport for obvious reasons. It would be an
exercise in futility to be "plane dispatchers" and
tour directors at the same time while trying to stay
in a down-town New Orleans hotel about 20 miles
from the airport.
Well, anyhow, just read what we have in store
for us elsewhere on this page.
The LATIN-AMERICAN BEAUTY SPECIAL
PLANE will be winging into Fulton on Tuesday
evening about evening-tide. I hope that every resident of the twin cities will be on hand to meet the
plane with the High School bands, local officials,
Amigos and everybody extending a hand and smil0
of welcome to this "cargo of beauty" from LatinAmerica.
Hasta luego! (Translation: See you later.)

Five Categories Of Talent To
Vie For Many Festival Awards
Five categories of talent have
been selected for judging in the 1968
Banan-A-Rama Talent Show in
conjunction with the Sixth International Banaaa.:404.Ximbs1d
the twin cities or Fulton, Untuety South Fulton, Tennessee from September 4 through September 7,
1968.
The groups chosen for this year's
competition are: Vocal Solo, Vocal
Group, Dance, Instrumental Solo
and Instrumental Group.
One winner will be chosen from
each talent group on Wednesday
night, September 4. Each category
winner, in addition to 'waiving a
$50.00 Category Award, will earn
the right to compete Thursday night
for the title of Grand Winner and
the $100.00 Grand Prize.

TV SETS STOLEN
Two television sets were stolen
lest weekend from the Fulton Country Club. Entrance was :gained by
breaking a window on the side
porch.

'Citizen' Hawley
To Again Emcee
Princess Event

When the International Banana
Festival Princess Pageant stages its
competition with a truly international flavor, Dick Hawley of Station WMC-TV, Memphis, will take
over the reins as Master of Ceremonies for his third consecutive
The preliminaries and finals will year at the Princess Pageant.
be held at the Tent Auditorium in
Mr. Hawley it one of the Mid.
Kitty League Park on Wednesday South's favorite M. C's for variety
and Thursday nights. Show time shows, fashions shows and beauty
each night is set for 7:30 P. M.
pageants. He has been -associated
with some of the most outstanding
The Fulton Jaycees, who each events in Tennessee, Arkansas,
year sponsor this program, prom. Missouri, Mississippi and Kentucky.
i.e an enlarged stage and an exThe "big fella" (he stands 8'5")
perienced M. C. along with furnish- was born in Brooklyn, New York
ing a piano, organ and record play- and moved to Memphis, Tennessee
er for the convenience of the con- in February, 1961. Dick is married
testants. A time limit of four min. to the former Opal Newton of Gadsutes Is asked for all groups, re- den, Alabama and they have two
sons, Rick and Ronald.
gardlees of type of act,
Mr. Hawley is probably beat
A special program is being planned for the Category Winners for known for his nightly appearances
Thursday afternoon. This event will on Channel 5's "10 P. M. News"
be held in connection with the fam- and the "Channel 5 Weather".
He is go beloved in Fulton they
ous Guatemala Army Marimba
call him a "citizen."
Band.
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35 Amigos Arrive Tuesday; Queens
Here Next Week;Rockefeller To Host
They came off of the bus singing and with happiness in their hearts at the anticipation of meeting new friends, new families and a new kind of a
life in the United States of America.
Two weeks from their arrival on Tuesday
night they will leave again, with sweet sorrow at
the parting from the families they have grown to
love and with whom they will share a warm relationship of friendship and camaraderie forever.
That's the story of the Amigo program of the
International Banana Festival. It was that way last
year, and the year before and the year before. And
it will be that way next year and in the years to
come, so long as a gracious and understanding community like these twin cities will open their hearts
and their homes to young people, and adults too,
from the banana-producing countries of Central and
South America.
This year 33 students were on the Greyhound
bus that rolled into Fulton Monday night, with an
honor police escort from two cities and two States.
The blinker lights were beaming on the escort cars
and the cars were alive with horn-blowing, heralding the beginning of one of the most successful Festivals in the history of the six-year program.
At the band-stand Mayor Gilbert DeMyer of
Fulton and James Hickman, city manager of South
Fulton, representing Mayor Rex Ruddle, gave
warm and meaningful words of welcome.
And Mrs. Bill Fenwick, the indefatigable chairman of the Amigo program, told in words that only
a mother can express, of the happiness a community
feels at having new members in the hospitable
homes around us. Mrs. Fenwick, with her equally
hard-working co-chairman Mrs. John Lloyd Jones,
have been working for weeks placing the students
in twin-city homes. As the bus rolled in, and the
students and their two chaperones strolled with
song to the band-stand it was the unanimous concensus, with the throng of people on hand to greet
them, that another Banana Festival was on the
move.
Mrs. Florence Ballesteros, international coordinator for the Banana Festival, and Mrs. Evangeline Chauvin, the other chaperone, were beaming as
they introduced the Amigos to the families waiting
to greet them.
It was a sight to behold ... the meeting of
minds and hearts in the visible warm handclasps
and embraces that were exchanged that deep love
and understanding will develop in the all too few
days that two hemispheres will join together as one
at fiesta time in the twin cities.

Famed Marimba
Of Guatemala
Coming Again
Fcr the fifth consecutive year,
the famed Guatemala Army Marimba Band will make an appearance at the International Banana
Festival, held this year from September 4 through 7 in the twin
cities of Fulton, Kentucky - South
Fulton, Tennessee.
Always a Festival favorite, the
"Reina del Ejercito", as the band
is titled, will again furnish the Latin American beat which has become an integral part of Fiesta
time.
T h e International
Relations
Chairman of the Banana Festival,
in cooperation with the Guatemala
Tourist Commission, has arranged
for this band to appear as a part
of the people-to-people program of
the Festival. To show the true
coincidence of interest in the field
of music, the Reina del Ejercito
will play Latin American Music,
North American music and light
classics appreciated by all peoples
regardless of place of origin.

South Fulton
Election Is
Next Tuesday
On next Tuesday citizens of South
Fulton will go to the polls to elect
two commissioners, each to serve
4-year termS.
A third commissioner, Hairy Allison, still has 2 years to serve.
Commissioner John Reeks is running for re-election. The other commissioner, Rex Ruddle, who has
been serving as South Fulton Mayor, is not seeking re-election.
Besides Reeks, others seeking
the Commissioner offices include
Clyde Stunson, Elmer ManFfield
and Dan Crocker.
At their first meeting after the
election, Allison and his two new
commission members will select
one of their trio to serve es Mayor
,011

Governor Winthrop Rockefeller of Arkansas is
sending a special honor escort to Fayetteville, Arkansas to meet the chartered plane carrying seven
Latin-American beauties who will appear on a program at the Water Festival in Rogers, Arkansas
with Governor Rockefeller. Governor Buford Ellington will receive the young ladies at his office in
the State Capitol in Nashville on Tuesday morning.
The Mayor of New Orleans will greet the young
ladies on Monday morning in New Orleans to make
them honorary citizens of New Orleans and Louisiana.
Governor Louie Nunn of Kentucky, who is
making the charter airplane available, will greet
the young ladies in Frankfort on Tuesday around
noon.
Everywhere there will be television cameras
and camera flash bulbs popping and shutters clicking to take a grand view of the "cargo of beauty"
that will be attending the Sixth Annual International Banana Festival in the twin cities of Fulton,
Kentucky and South Fulton, Tenn. from September 4-7.
The plane is due to arrive in the twin cities
about supper time on Tuesday evening, where a
royal welcome will be given them by throngs of
area citizens.
Here's the schedule:
Sunday, September 1, Miss Costa Rica, Miss
Nicaragua, Miss Honduras, Miss Guatemala and
Miss El Salvador will arrive on the same TACA
airlines plane at 9:15 p. m. Miss Mexico will arrive
on Eastern Airlines about 5:35 p. m. from Mexico
City. (The famous marimba band from Guatemala
may be on the same TACA airplane with the beauty
queens. Arrival times of Miss Panama and Miss Colombia are not yet available. Miss Ecuador will be
aboard.
—Monday, September 2, Mayor Schiro of New
Orleans will give the girls an official welcome.
Plane leaves about 11:00 a. m. for Fayetteville, Arkansas where a police escort will meet them and
take them to Rogers, Arkansas to appear on the program at the Water Festival with Governor Rockefeller.
—Plane departs for Nashville, Tenn. for arrival about 7:00 p. m. where the Pan-American
Union will meet the girls, house them in Nashville
homes and then entertain for them at a reception
that evening. Newell Niswonger, president of the
organization, is making all arrangements.
—Tuesday, September 3, Governor Buford Ellington will receive the girls in his office with the
metropolitian press and television stations holding
a press conference.
—Plane leaves Nashville about 11:00 a. m. for
Frankfort for a visit with Governor Louie Nunn
and the Kentucky press, radio and TV coverage.
—Plane leaves Frankfort about 4:00 p. m, for
arrival in Fulton about six p. m.
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There were Moldy mere, but this is all ef the crowd that photographer
Elmer Seewort could get in his lenses is, Lake Street, when the Amiga.
(Pivot* by timer Stewart.)
arrived.
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Lovely Deena Sensing, standing between her two new friends, plane en
"getting I. knew" (at left) Maria Sol Persil's of Quito end Magdalen
(Photo by Elmer Stewart)
Reyes of Lela in Ecuador.

Biggest Bargain In
Town Festival
Patron's Ticket!
Get Yours Today!

them ladles really had • smile in their hearts Tueedav night whim the
Amigos arrived, but they wanted Is he plenty sea that each Andre met
the "right families" far their twe-week visit here. At iet is Mrs. Monne.
lialloWarse and right is Mrs. Sill Peewiek, Amiss ci tirmem
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIISTPHILING
!Meows and Publishers
ROTARY IffTERNATtONAC

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
nenenPaPers, or newspapers without a government, 4 should not bestitate to wrier
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Loretto Shows Way To Community
Progress Through Sell-Improvement
(Lebanon Enterprise)

A few years ago the town of
Loretto was like many other rural
communities.
It could hardly be called a town.
Just •few stores, a gas station or
two, a school. Not much else.
Young people there grew up and
moved away.
However this community in
northwest Marion County has been
rapidly changing in recent years.
And without anyone hardly noticing it.
A few more stores have opened.
A new brick bank building has
been built. A used car lot has been
opened. Thirty-one business locations are now included in the city
limits. New homes have been built.
Lots of them. Substantial homes.
Most of them constructed of brick.
Two residential subdivisions have
been opened and lots are getting
scarce.
And the population has been
growing. Young people who formerly moved away to jobs in the
cities are settling down in Loretto
to rear their families there.
Over 400 persons now live in
Loretto, giving it a population
record that ex ce 11 s Lebanon's
growth and far outstrips other
rural communities in this area,
some of them much older than
Loretto.
What is the reason for Loretto's
growth?
Certainly, many of the young
people there would have moved
away had it not been possible for
them to get jobs in Lebanon or
Bardstown. Many work at Lebanon industries, 10 miles away, and
perhaps an equal number find employment at Bardstown distilleries
and the rapidly expanding industries of Nelson county, 15 mikes
away.
Loretto has recently begun having growth pains and is experiencing the cost of municipal government. Loretto now has an assessed
valuation of approximately $1 million.
keen/ • Clam pests's paid at Pullen. Ky. 42041
Strecoeser et verbose weekly papers in Fullers the
Ilret ef which was founded in 1Pe.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 2119
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 421141
Voted sae se Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Aillern• aN snail (subscriptions, change of address. Perms 3672) to Peet Office Sex 307 Fulton,
ItineedlY,
Subseriptien Rates: ELIO per year in Putten,
Hickman, Graves Goethe, Ky., and Chien and
!Moakley Counties, Teen. Elsewhere throughout tiw
United States Kee per year.

The leaders of the community
felt that through a city government it would help to get the town
the much-needed facilities that
their neighbors were enjoying, and
to keep it from fast becoming a
ghost town like so many other
small rural communities.
"We just wanted to become selfsupporting," is the way one Lorettoan puts it.
With its expanding population
and business trade, the town's
leaders saw the need for more
police protection, street lights,
parks and recreation area, and
looked forward to a water syatem
and fire protection.
A town council was formed,
tax rates were set 11113d. the wheels
of city government started into
motion. Most everyone there has
cooperated with the tax program,
says the town's mayor, Tommy
Hamilton, who is employed at
nearby Star Hill Distillery—Marion county's only producing distillery and one that has achieved
nationwide acclaim with its bourbon, Maker's Mark.
Though its parochial high school
enrollment has shrunk to the point
that flitintaining the upper four
grades became too much of a financial burden on the St. Francis
parish, the Catholic school center
will continue to operate one of the
largest parochial grade schools in
rural Kentucky areas.
The strong parochial education
system in the Loretto area was
built by Elizabethtown pastor
Father John Talbott Spalding and
has been ably carried on by his
successor, Father William Spalding. The annual church picnic in
the parish is one of the largest in
Kentucky.
Financial backing is not lacking
in the Loretto area, where the
Bank of Loretto has continued to
grow, offering attractive interest
rates on savings that have lured
Investors from nearby communities, particularly Nelson county.
The reaions for the growth of a
teasel comrnu;nity are not often

easy to single out, and usually are
made possible only by a combination of things for you.
So it is in Loretto, where bustnessanen, clergy and farmers have
worked together to better themselves, in so doing, have brought
progress to the entire county.

WHEN WILT THOU SAVE THE PEOPLE?
When wilt Thou save the people?
0 God of mercy, when?
Not kings and lords, but nations!
Not thrones and crowns, but men!
Flowers of Thy heart,0God, are they;
Let them not pass, like weeds, away,
Their heritage, a sunless day.
God, save the people!
Shall crime bring crime forever,
Strength aiding still the strong?
Is it Thy will, 0 Father,
That man shall toil for wrong?
No,say Thy mountains; No,Thy skies;
Man's clouded sun shall brightly rise,
And songs ascend, instead of sighs.
God, save the people!
When wilt Thou save the people?
0God of mercy, when?
The people, Lord,the people,
Not thrones and crowns, but men!
God,save the people, Thine they are,
Thy children as Thine angels fair.
From vice, oppression, and despair,
God,save the people!
—Ebenezer Elliott

Viet Cons Defeetor•
P•rhaps the following
suggestions in regard to
the current Viet Nam War
might, without prior publicity, be worth a try. My
Suggestion is this:
That the United Static
print notices to be dropped
over North Viet Names.
supply routes, etc., to the
effect that for a specified
amount of time, say three
months, any of the soldiers
eo wishing, might be given
not only sanctuary, but a
substantial sum of money
(12,000-53,000) upon turning in his weapons and ammunition to the United
States.
Tor larger pieces such
as tanks,•bonus sum might
be offered. Perhaps tantamount to bribery, we need
only to •mph•sis• the
peaceful endeavor of such
an offer, made in the desire to better the whole
country while depleting the
ranks of the North Viet
Names*, so that our soldier, can come home.
N.M.

former comrades and are
formed into special units
which have begin particularly effective because of
their knowledge of the
enemy.
Under the Chieu Hoi program there have been
growing numbers of Viet
Cong defections. The 1964
figure of 5,417 returnee•
increased tp 11,124 in 1965.
The figure for 1966 was
20,242. In total, from 1963
to 1966 there were 48,031
returnees in spite of South
Viet-Nam's internal
As of October 1,
1967, approximately 23,600
the Viet Cons
left
had
ranks. Further indication•
of the success of the program are to be !mien in the
strenuous efforts of the
Viet Cong to combat it and
to warn their forces against
it.
The Doan Ket (National
Reconciliation) program
was announced by then
Premier Ky on April 19,
1967, While many of its
provision• were already in
effect, the new statement
inaugurates a full-fledged
attempt to persuade Viet
Cong leaders to return to
the Government's side. The
Proclamation offers full
citisenship right• and all.

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
August 23, 1966
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
West State Line
Fulton, Kentucky

Liatcsart7Corforfileir

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clocik
August 27, 1948

Dear N.W.:
Since you have exp
an interest in the possib 11 it y of rehabilitating
enemy defectors we would
like to discuss with youths
present efforts being made
In this area. The Chieu Hot
(Open Arms) program, begun in 1963, offers amnesty
to those who have been
misled or intimidated into
joining the Viet Cong.
Reception centers are
set up in each province for
the returnees, who•re given housing, eubsistence,
and clothing. During the
initial weeks,the returnees
are permitted to discuss
their experiences with the
Viet Cong and are given
re-orientation lecture• to
enable them to re-adjust to
South Vietnamese society.
Most returnees leave the
centers to return to their
homes and families, but if
their homes ere in territory currently under Viet
Cons domination, they •re
eligible for re- settlement
benefits including • house
and land in more secure
. Some, who wish to
follow new occupations, are
also given vocational t raining. Some returnees volunteer to fight against their

2 August ISIS
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
West State Line
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
A few weeks age. I had the pisji
sure of speaking with you by Om!
relative to publicity we were Pr"
paring on the Intereationial Bus*
Festival. You were most kind snit
helpful.
We have now received a isthe
from the Editor of SUNDAY Nags
sine in New York City (cite.
000,000) in response to our Wee
inquiry. They would like to me pies
Lures of last year's Festival and
Interested in a photo feature for polK
sible use in their November keus
Would you be so kind as to obtailli
a selection of 11x10 glossies for uk
and send them to me, directly
am sure you would have lbs.
available.
Thank you to much for your bdi
May this year's Fes(ivel be the WilF,
gest and best ever!
Sincerely,
Barbara Kuehn
Public Relations

tell1110,14111•10,11111111104•1114,MMroallthil three weeks in advance so if it is Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
already booked another film may
Thank you so much for your
be ordered in time for the pro- prompt and efficient assistance In
gram.
sending us such a fine selection of
There is a fihn and film-strip photographs for SUNDAY Magacatalog at both libraries and the zine.
librarian will assist the patron in
Four of them have been captionmaking his selection if he so de- ed and sent off, air mail - special
By Brenda Rowlett
sires. Also there is a 16 millimeter delivery, to Mr. Donald Feitel, the.
projector and screen which may editor.
be checked out for showing these
The pictures were:
of
Fulton
County
are
citizens
The
readers seem to enjoy them very films or any films that the patron
1) Mr. Harriman being greeted
receive
library
services
to
eligible
much. There is also a verticle file might wish to show.
.
with flowers on his arrival last
of many kinds. In this article these in both libraries which has current
The patron should call the Fulton year.
services will be outlined and the information on various subjects library to reserve the projector for
2) The Governor of Kentucky adcitizens are urged to make use of that is in leaflet form only. Books the date be wishes to use it, and miring the handicrafts exhibit.
these facilities which are at their may be ordered from the Depart- he may pick it up in Fulton and re3) and 4) Two different views of
ment of Libraries in Frankfort turn it the next day.
disposal.
the one-ton banana pudding, being
There are two libraries and a and from our regional library in
There is a microfilm reader-print- enjoyed by the pretty Miss Ecuador
bookmobile which operate in Ful- Murray to supplement our supply er in Fulton. There are back issues and the Festival Princess.
ton County. Both libraries (one in of books if we do not have enough of some magazines on microfilm
We will he in touch with you
Fulton and one in Hickman) have books to sufficiently fill the patrons that have proved very helpful to the shortly relative to further developa wide variety of books which may request.
students in writing their term ments. We will probably be sending
These are records which may be papers. Also if the patron finds an someone down to cover the Festibe checked out for a period of two
weeks and may be renewed if checked out for a period of two article on microfilm that he wishes val, and would appreciate your
kind
necessary. There is a wide variety weeks. These records cover all the to have a copy of a print can be assistance in this regard.
of fiction, non-fiction and reference different classifications of music.
made for him.
You must be very proud. Your
Also there is a record played in
books in both libraries. The patrons
There is a talking books machine imaginative concept has grown in•
may browse until he finds some- both libraries ,and a,. t„of ear- service
- far-, itiMe..whii
:
=11
4 ==weet1While
thing that suits his taste or, he may- Palm**. Which etisfbles
have
ghat conask the librarians to help find a lit' aticrIffilin lirtlie"rWlitd orRI need
completely^ mind to tribution to Fulton.
specific book or books on a special choice and not be disturbed by the make application for this machine. My best regards to all.
topic. Also the librarian will help other activity taking place in the There are any number of reasons
Sincerely,
the patron with any reference library.
that a person would have trouble
Barbara Kuehn
questions that he might have.
There are several magazines reading and the librarian will fill
There is a shelf of books from the that are received regularly and out the application for the patron
Public Relations
American Lending Library in At- may be checked out for two weeks and mail it to Louisville to the
lanta, Georgia, in both libraries. also, except that the current issue Kentucky Industries for the Blind
THE UNIVERSITY OF
These books are both fiction and should stay in the library for pa- and they will receive a record playTENNESSEE
non-fiction and are usually the most trons who come in to enjoy reading er and a catalog of books on record
at Martin
current books which have not yet a magazine in a few spare mo- that they may order. There is no
been received from the Department ments.
charge for this service since it is Mr. Paul Westpheling, Editor
of Libraries in Frankfort. Books
There are several framed pictures provided by the State of Kentucky. The Fulton County News
are constantly on order for Fulton that may be checked out for two The patron does not even have to Fulton, Kentucky 42041
County through the Department of months. There is a wide variety of pay postage on the machine or on
Dear Mr. Westpheling:
Libraries in Frankfort and are be- pictures which could be used in any the records he receives.
ing shipped to our regional head- home and in any room ranging
This summer the libraries have
We greatly appreciate the editorquarters At- Murray for Fulton from the living room to the kitchen, had a summer reading program for
ial which appeared in the August
County.
bedroom and den.
the students in Fulton County. The 15 issue of The Fulton County News
There are several science fiction
There are films and filmstrips theme was "Let's take a vacation titled, "The University of Tennespaperback books which were donat- that may be ordered for the use of trip at our Public Library." The
see at Martin is Contributing Handed to the Fulton library and are be- civic organizations. These films students read 5 books about other
somely to This Whole Area." We
ing circulated. The science fiction should be ordered about two or countries they would like to visit (Continued on Page Twelve)

The golf match between Fulton and Union City
players Sunday at the Union City Country Club course
ended in a tie, with a score of 28 aach. Boots Rogers of
Fulton, with a 76, was medalist, and Toddy Miles, a 78,
was low for Union City.
WASHINGTON, D.C. —The
following letters were recently answered by the
Department of State.

Arg

A resolution signifying its intention to establish and
construct a flood control system for Fulton was passed
by the City Council when it met in special session Monday night. The resolution was the first legal step to be
taken to issue bonds to defray the cost of controlling
flood waters of Harris Fork Creek.
Commissioner of Agriculture Harry F. Waters looks
for a bumper corn crop in Kentucky this year and a tobacco crop that is in "fairly good condition."

In a beautiful ceremony, Miss Charlene Robey;
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. M. W. Robey of Water Valley;
became the bride of Harold Clark,son of Mrs. Ella Clark
of Water Valley, last Saturday afternoon. Miss Geneva
Byrd of Mayfield was the bride's only attendant, and
James Pewitt of Water Valley was best man. The couple
will make their home in Water Valley, following a,
short wedding trip to the Smoky Mountains.
Palestine: The C. J. Bowers family honored hint,
and daughter, Mrs. James McDade on their birthday onTuesday evening with a sumptuous piciiic supper on the
lawn of the Hillman Collier farm. An enjoyable evening
was spent by about thirty friends.
West State Line: The wedding of Miss Martha
Moore and Mr. N. B. Robertson took place Saturday
morning in the home of Rev. G. E. Wood at Union City.
The ceremony was performed in the presence of a few
close friends and relatives. Mrs. Roberson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore of this community and
Mr. Robertson is the son of Mrs. Nora Sterling of Union
City.

Austin Springs: On next Sunday at Salem Church
New Arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Furlong, Ful- there will be a special service, as announced by pastor.
ton, announce the birth of a nine pound son, Robert Lee, Rev. Jack McClain, "Perfect Membership Attendance
Service." All members are urged to attend.
born August 23 in Haws Memorial.
announce
the
birth
of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Sharpe
Repair work is being done to the Buton Lassiter
a daughter, Diane, August 22 in Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Starks announce the birth of a house, a new porch and a new coat of paint will be added
later.
seven pound boy, born. August 22 in Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. A. B. Roberts complimented her daughter,
Carolyn, on her eleventh birthday Monday afternoon
with a theatre party. Carolyn and her guests attended
Malco Theatre, after which they went to the Roberts
home on Jackson- Street for ice cream, cake and mints.
The guest list included Ellen Gifford, Gail Dedman,
Elizabeth Sisson, Molly Wiley, Mary Ann Hill, Fall
Binford of New Orleans, Betty Gregory and Beverly
Hill.

Route Three, Fulton: The tobacco cutting is going
on now in this community. The women are having nice
evenings visiting their neighbors while the men work.
Chestnut Glade: Thomas Reed of Memphis,formerly of here, invented a device and entered it in the Firestone contest. His good invention won him $50.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Guayon Brundige
on the arrival of a new baby.
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Miss Bennett, Mr. Denny Pledge
Vows In First Christian Church
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The stately Gothic architecture
in the same shade as
of the sanctuary provided a back- over illusion
ground of elegant simplicity for the the dresses. They carried topiary
Fugi chrysanthesmall
of
bouquets
vows which were spoken before
the communion table holding a cen- mums,
Attending the groom as best man
tral floral arrangement of large
was his brother, Collins Denny, III
white Fugi chrysanthemums and
of Richmond, Virginia. Groomsmen
gladioli, accented with jade, emerwere .Dison W. Christian of Richald and leather leaf fern. Brass
mond; Major Robert Lindsey of
vases in naves on either side of the
Fort Gordon, Georgia; Russell des
chancel held smaller arrangements
Ccipites, Jr., and James Machmer,
of the mums and gladioli. Heart
both of Lexington, Kentucky,
shaped candelabra, contalinng white
Mrs. Bennett, mother of the bride,
cathedral tapers, stood directly bewas attired in a melon chiffon gown
hind the communion table, while
floor standards of seven-branched of empire design. sands of velvet
candelabra, entwined with jade and petals in the same melon shade
emerald greenery, were placed on outlined the empire waist and
ether side of the table and in front bordered the elbow-length sleeves.
of the chancel. The tapers were Her headpiece was a brief veil aclighted by Collins Denny, IV and cented with sprays of feathers reWilliam Denny of Richmond, Vir- peating the color of the gown.
Mrs. Collins Denny, Jr., mother
ginia, nephews of the groom.
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs. of the groom, was lovely in a forSteve Wiley, organist, presented se- mal gown of pale blue alaskine
lections consisting of "Song With- which had as its only ornamentaMendelssohn; the tion, a jeweled band at the neckout Words,"
hymns, "Now Thank We All Our line. Both mothers wore pure white
God," and "All Glory Land and orchids pinned at their shoulders.
Following the wedding, Mr. and
Honor," Bach Chorales; "Pants
Angelicus," by Caesar Franck; Mrs. Bennett entertained with a reMiller Denny
at the Fulton Country Club.
ception
"Andante" from Beethoven's 7th
Symphony; "Ave Maria" by Bach- Arrangements of small yellow Fugi
Gounod and "Benedictus," Von chrysanthemum, white roses and
Weber. The bridal party entered to tuberoses with leather fern were
"Rigadon" by Campra. Wagner's placed at ventage points throughout
"Bridal Chorus" from Lohengrin the reception room. The bride's
and "Recessional" by Mendelssohn table, overlaid in white satin and
were used for the processional and garlanded in smilax, held an allwhite four-tiered wedding cake on
recessional.
The bride, who was given in mar• which was a nosegay of white bridal
riage by her father, wore a gown roses. The base of the cake was
of ivory silk peau de soie designed encircled with strings of smilax.
with a closely fitted bodice featur- Punch was served from silver
ing a scoop neckline and elbow. punch bowls at either end of a
length sleeves. Appliques of re-em- white satin-covered table whose cenbroidered Mencon lace, accented tral appointment was a five-branchwith clusters of seed pearls and ir- ed silver candelabrum holding
rideacents, encircled the bodice burning white tapers.
which was fastened in the back
Serving the guests at the recepwith tiny self-covered buttons endMrs. Collins Denny,
ing just below the waistline. Wide tion were
Batts, Jr. of Lexington,
loops of peau de soie fell from the Mrs. R. A.
Carol
Luthet, Miss Nancy
back of the Wig over the full Mies
f
skid which descended into • full
isliwS
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a
sa
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circular chapel train. Appliqued dewhite glamelias.
signs of lace were repeated on the
front of the skirt and the train.
the evening, the bride
Late
She wore a chapel length veil of im- and groom left for a wedding trip
ported handmade Duchess lace to Hilton Head Island, Solith Carowhich had been worn by the lina. For traveling, the bfide wore
ers, bottle stoppers are needed. A groom's mother in her
own wed- a costume suit of brown linen with
small cutting board to protect ding. Her bridal bouquet
was of a jacket of beige knit. Her accescountertop surfaces and an ice white bridal roses and
carnations sories were brown. Completing her
crusher are good to have in this surrounded by lemon
leaves with costume was • corsage of beige
area. You will find it exciting to which she carried a Belgian
linen cymbidium orchids. Mr. and Mrs.
prepare that next snack without and lace
handkerchief, a gift of the Denny are now at home at 1043
moving out of your tracks.
groom's aunt.
Cross Keys Road, Lexington, Ky.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett
Mrs. Robert Lindsey of Augusta,
Georgia attended her sister as maMrs.
Out-of-town guests were
4-H NutritionsFood — Foods are tron of honor and Miss Mary
Grant Clarke Bloomfield, Mrs. James
fun—great to eat and enjoy, inter- DeMyer served as
bridesmaid. Both Pdachmer, Kim and David Machesting, to prepare. There's a knack attendants wore floor-length
gowns mar, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Batts, Jr.,
to food preparation that adds plea- of Greenspray chWfon,
designed all of Lexington; Mrs. Collins Densure to meal planning. Mystery along princess lines, with
bands of ny 1H, Collins Denny, IV, Bill Densurrounds the action of ingredients, matching satin at the neckline
end- ny, Mm. R. M.'White, Mrs. Eugene
and the quality of the finished pro- ing in bows from which fell
straight Mann, Mrs. Dixon Christian, Mr.
duct. In 4-H, you have a wide field satin panels. The only detail on
the and Mrs. John C. Mdler, Ir., ail of
for investigation. How does baking front of the dresses was a row
of Richmond, Virginia; Mrs. J. B.
powder differ from baking soda? oval-shaped satin-covered
buttons. Stephenson of Kent, Ohio, and Mrs.
Why are foods blanched before 'Their headpieces were Dior
bows Robert Hyland of Brandenburg, Ky,
freezing? What happens if fresh
(instead of canned) pineapple is
used in gelatin salad and why?
Have you ever had a "tasting
party" to explore new and different
foods? Nutrition is the principal
reason for our nation's good health
today. Most meals are well balancMiss Ann Bondurant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ed and nutritious with sufficient
amounts of proteins, vitamins and John C. Bondurant of Hickman, is announcing plans for
minerals for adequate body growth her marriage to Ronald E. Foley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and maintenance. Why don't you
Cleburn Foley of Martin.
enroll in a 4-H foods projects?
The First Baptist Church in Hickman will be the
— Mrs. Dean Roper

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
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"Coffee Cup Chatter" is going to
be broadcast over the radio beginning Wednesday, August 21th. The
Purchase Area Extension Agents in
Home Economics have been writing
a weekly column, "Coffee Cup
Chatter" in the newspapers in the
area, for the past few months. Now
the Extension Agents will be presenting "Coffee Cup Chatter" over
Radio Station WFUL, Fulton, 1270
on your AM dial each Wednesday
morning at 9:30.
Everyone is invited to listen to
the extension agents as they present
many timely and informative programs by way of radio. Topics will
include such things as "Back to
School Clothing", "Fall 'Facelifting
for Your Yard", "Help Your Child
Plan for the Future", "How To
Deal with Your Tensions", "Convenience Foods", "Rug Care",
"Linen Buylines" and "New Ideas
in 4-H".

On Friday, August 16, at eight o'clock in the evening, Miss Elizabeth Gay Bennett became the bride of
Clifford Miller Denny of Lexington, Kentucky, at the
First Christian Church of Fulton. The Reverend Henry
Hanna, assisted by Dr. Clarke Bloomfield, pastor of The
Church of the Good Shepherd (Episcopal) of Lexington,
performed the double-ring ceremony before friends and
relatives.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
To Be Aired On WFUL

"Fashion Ins"
Colored belts are in, but only on a
willowy waist line.
Pants are in; too tight ones are
not.
Gypsy earrings are in, but not
with daytime clothe*.
Bags are in, but not the heavy,
suitcase type.
Curls are in; bangs in your eyes
are out.
Chains are in; too heavy or too
many are not.
Well manicured sails are in; red
pqlisb is out.
.Sandals are in, but not on scruffy
looking feet.
• Cut-out dresses are in, but not if
your torso bulges.
',Waist lines are in; the exaggerated, mini-mini is going out.
'firight and shiny. shoes are in, but
nik on big feet.
—Mrs. Catherine Thompson
11
t.
,You can be the washday wizard
in' the laundry room by following
these four steps: (1) Sort - White
clothes,, wash and wear, non-fast
colors, nylon and woolens. (2) Inspect and pretreat. (3) Load the
nitchine, (4) Make sure the family
valsh is real clean.
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather

=Extension Home Economics is an
adult education program for the
homemakers It reflects the needs
of contemporary living, with em*WS on nutrition, family ecoThe News takes pleasure in wishnomics, home management, housing
and home furnishings, clothing and ing "Happy Birthday" to the foltextiles, human relations, child de- lowing friends:
velopment, and other fields.
August 30: Donald Crews, David
— Mrs. Maxine Griffin
Reed, John Mitchell; August 31:
:FRESH VEGETABLES. In chaos. Mrs. Brenda Kay Gorman, Earl
bag fresh vegetables keep these Holloway, J. Roland Laird, Doroguides in mind: Buying in season; thy McKnight, Harvey Vick, Sr.;
buy only what you need: shop care- September 1: Ira Cloys, Wilma
fully; buy quality. For guides in Cloys, Marvin Green, Mrs. E. H.
Elizabeth
Margaret
choosing fresh vegetables, contact Knighton,
your County Extension office for Powell;
the Home and Garden Bulletin
September 2: Dorothy Jean Hut"How to Buy Fresh Vegetables",
No. 143. This pamphlet discusses fine, Linda Thorpe Joiner, Melissa
McKinney; September 3: Jim Pawselecting most fresh vegetables.
lukiewicz; September 4: Peggy Ann
— Miss Patricia Everett
(ounce, Mrs. Leland Jewell; SepSummertime finds the refrigera- tember 5: Mike Butts, Sylvia Cartor center of the kitchen busy a een, Pearl Rushton,
good deal of the time. Sandwiches,
lunches and snacks at all hours
originate here. Make sure your
RID CROSS VOLUNTRERS
center is well equipped to save You
it was announced last
Although
thne and energy. This will include
a good assortment of knives for cut- week that the RED CROSS VOLting bread, meats and cheese Ex- UNTEERS' program wee being
tra salt and pepper shakers for this abandoned, some of the volunteers
area will make sandwich prepare- have made arrangements, en their
lion easier. Ice cream scoop, ordi- own, with the separate individual
nary table knives or special spread- institutions to continue their work.

Homemakers To Elect
Officers In October

Miss Clement

Miss Nelda Jo Clement To Wed
Ward Bushart II In December
Mr. and Mrs. James Joseph Clement of Fulton
announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Nelda Jo Clement, to Mr. Robert Ward Bushart II,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Ward Bushart, also of
Fulton.
The wedding will take place in December at
the First Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton.
The bride-elect was graduated from South Fulton High School and has completed three years of
study at the University of Tennessee Martin. She,
University this fat%%IMO'
will enter Muray-Ste'
Clement is a member of Chi Omega gorority.
Mr. Bushart was graduated from Fulton High
School and attended the University of Kentucky.
He will receive a B. S. degree from Murray State
University in January. He is a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
Miss Clement is the granddaughter of Mrs.
James Jefferson Clement and the late Mr. Clement,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. George Washington
Brann of Fulton.
Mr. Bushart is the grandson of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Lee Bushart and Mrs. Luco Henry
Howard and the late Mr. Lynn Thomas Callahan of
Fulton.

Miss Ann Bondurant Reveals Her
Wedding Plans To Ronald Foley

setting for the wedding, which will take place at seven
o'clock the evening of August 31, The Rev. R. H. Dills,
pastor of the church, will officiate.
Miss Bondurant has chosen her
sister, Miss Amy Bondurant, as her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Jane Voorhees, Miss Pat Bond
and Mrs David Mottos, and the
junior bridesmaid will be Miss
Lucy Bondurant, sister of the
bride.
Cleburn Foley, father of the
groom, will serve his son as best
man. Groomsmen will be Roy

Foley, Dennis Foley, Donnie Davis
and Bruce Earheart. Ushers will be
George Caldwell, David Reed and
Bobby German.
Following the wedding, a reception will be held in the horse of
the bride's parents Assisting will
be Mrs. Johnnie Hundley, sister of
the groom, Mi!S Betty Shaw, Miss
Barbara Zarecor, Miss Janie Caldwell and Miss Susan White.

Miss Bondurant Is Honoree At
Many Lovely Pre-Nuptial Events
Mrs. David Holland, Mrs. Olney
Johnson and .Mrs. Roland Green,
hostesses at an informal party at
the Roland Green residence in
Hickman on July 17.
Mrs. R. B. Owens and Mrs.
David Mattox hostesses to a luncheon on July 31 at the Davy Crockett
Hotel in Union City.
Mrs. Scantly Amber, Mrs. Erie
Mrs. David B. Graham and Miss Esell and Mrs. King Davis hostesses
Kate Graham, hostesses at a lunch- at a linen shower on August a in
eon on July 13 at the Bet:more Res- Mrs. Amberrs home in Hickman.
taurant in Union Qty.
(Canthweil en Page Feurisen)
A popular bride and groom end
two prominent families have been
made happier these past few weeks
by their many friends who have
hosted the couple at a large number
of delightful parties in their honor.
Beginning in July, the bridal
couple have been the inspiration at
this lovely events:

The Fulton County Homemakers
.Fall Advisory Council met at The
Robert Thom-pson's home Thursday
afternoon, August 22nd at 200
o'clock with ,19 members and Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Area Extension Agent, present.
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., Vice-President. called the meeting to order in
the absent of Mrs. Bill Holland,
president. Mrs. Roy M. Taylor
called the roll in the absence of Mrs.
Gerald Binford, Secretary-Treasurer, and read the minutes of last
meeting and gave the treasurer report.
Each Club is to discuss classes in
Defensive Driving for this fall.
Mrs. Taylor gave the Aree 4-H
Council Report.
Mrs. Thompson discussed the Program Planning for the 1969 year,
also, the National Extension Homemakers Council Meeting, October
20:h through 25th.
New business is the election of
officers at the October Club 'meeting. The District Meeting will be
in the Fellowship Hall at the First
Christian Church, Blandville Road,
Paducah, Kentucky, October 10th,
time 9:30 to 1230. An Area Rodin
Program ks to be each Wednesday
Mottling, sitil:30 over *km Radio
aChin Fultnn, Kehtuely. A committee composed of Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Bill P. Threlkeld, Mrs.
Joe McGaugh, and Mrs. Bill Fenwick was appointed to plan the Annual Meeting for the Fulton County Homemakers.

Bridal Party
Given For
Miss Bolin
-Miss
Cathie Lou Bolln, bride - elect
was honored with a kitchen
gadget shower Friday at the
hope of Miss Harriett Hancock.
Co-hostesses with Miss Hancock
were Misses Mae Mann and
Janie Notes.
The honoree was presented a
gift from the hostesses and also
a corsage made of tiny kitchen
gadgets.
Game prizes were won by
Mias Cindy Homra and the honoree. Refreshments were served.
Those , attending and sending
gifts included Misses Chris McKinney, Barbara Brown, Cindy
Homra, Brenda Harrison, Diane
Willterson, Doris Bohn, Mrs.
Carbilene Bolin and Mrs. E. E.
Powers.

David Puckett Given
Going-Away Party

Tress Faro Ceplen

September Wedding Is Foretold
For Miss Coplen, Mr. Shemwell
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Coplen of
Warren, Michigan, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,'hem
Faye, to Thomas G. Shemwell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Shemwell of
Wingo, Kentucky.
Miss Coplen is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields of
Wingo and of Mrs, Fuss Coplen of
Paducah and the late Mr. Nolan
Cepien.
She graduated from Center Line
High School, Center Line, Michigan,
and from Dombe School of Beauticians in Warren. Mich.
Mr. Shemwell is a graduate of

Wingo High School. He completed
pre-veterinary medicine at the
University of Kentucky and is presently a junior student in the School
of Veterinary Medicine at Auburn
University, Auburn, Alabama.
The vows will be solemnized on
Friday, September 6, at seven
o'clock in the evening in the Wingo
Baptist Church, with the pastor,
Rev. Bill Lowry, officiating.
The bride's parents will host a reception immediately following the
ceremony. All friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend
bo'h the wedding and the reception,
to beheld in the church

The patio and back lawn of
the McMarries home on Frankie
Lane, was the setting for a
"wish-you-well" party for David
Puckett, who with his family
will be leaving soon to make
their home in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. Miss Sunsets McMorries and
her perste heeled the party.
Theis attenileit Ihe party were
Se pintof leser. Billy Mac
Gess Greg Philp% Da lard,
Demi Selma" etuni.. city.
Onilist. loft Borrow,
Just TOW, Corson Gardner
and the belles

Cindy Homra
Enrolls At UK
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra accompanied their daughter, Cindy, to the
University of Kentucky at Lexington, where she In enrolled as a
freshman.
Mr and Mrs. Housra's daughter,
Mrs. William Sbdeed of Oklahoma
City, visited them la* week, returning ao her home during the
week end.
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ROTARY INTERNATIONAL"

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, J should not bestitate to preier
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Loretto Shows Way To Community
Progress Through Self-Improvement
(Lebanon Enterprise)
A few years ago the town of
Loretto was like many other rural
communities.
It could hardly be called a town.
Just a few stores, a gas station or
two, a school. Not much else.
Young people there grew up and
moved away.
However this community in
northwest Marion County has been
rapidly changing in recent years.
And without anyone hardly noticing it.
A few more stores have opened.
A new brick bank building has
been built. A used ear lot has been
opened. Thirty-one business locations are now included in the city
limits. New homes have been built.
Lots of them. Substantial homes.
Most of them constructed of brick.
Two residential subdivisions have
been opened and lots are getting
scarce.
And the population has been
growing. Young people who formerly moved away to jobs in the
cities are settling down in Loretto
to rear their families there.
Over 400 persons now live in
Loretto, giving it a population
record that excells Lebanon's
growth and far outstrips other
rural communities in this area,
some of them much older than
Loretto.
What is the reason for Loretto's
growth?
Certainly, many of the young
people there would have moved
away had it not been possible for
them to get jobs in Lebanon or
Bardstown. Many work at Lebanon industries, 10 miles away, and
perhaps an equal number find employment at Bardstown distilleries
and the rapidly expanding industries of Nelson county, 15 miles
away.
Loretto has recently begun having growth pains and is experiencing the cost of municipal government. Loretto now has an assessed
valuation of approximately $1 million.
Snead • dam pestage meld at Pidesti, Ky. 42641
Successor ef various weekly papers in Fulton the
first ef which was founded In 15110.
Published Every Thursday ef The Year at 20I
Commercial Ave. Fulham Ky. 42041
Voted ens et Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change ef adtires& Perms We) to Peet Office lex 307 Fulton,
43041.
Sulam/400n Rados: $2.81 per year in Fulton.
Hickman, Graves C•untios, Ky., and Olden and
Weak*/ Counties, Tenn. Slurs/here thromphout 11w
United bates $4.11 Per year.

Theleaders of the community
felt that through a city government it would help to get the town
the much-needed facilities that
their neighbors were enjoying, and
to keep it from fast becoming a
ghost town like so many other
small rural communities.
"We just wanted to become selfsupporting," is the way one Lorettoan puts it.
With its expanding population
and business trade, the town's
leaders saw the need for more
police protection, street lights,
parks and recreation area, and
looked forward to a water system
and fire protection.
A town council was formed,
tax rates were set bod the wheels
of city government started into
motion. Most everyone there has
cooperated with the tax program,
says the town's mayor, Tommy
Hamilton, who is employed at
nearby Star Hill Distillery—Marion county's only producing distillery and one that has achieved
nationwide acclaim with its bourbon, Maker's Mark.
Though its parochial high school
enrollment has shrunk to the point
that maintaining the upper four
grades became too much of a financial burden on the St. Francis
parish, the Catholic school center
will continue to operate one of the
largest parochial grade schools in
rural Kentucky areas.
The strong parochial education
system in the Loretto area was
built by Elizabethtown pastor
Father John Talbott Spalding and
has been ably carried on by his
successor, Father William Spalding. The annual church picnic in
the parish is one of the largest in
Kentucky.
Financial backing is not lacking
in the Loretto area, where the
Bank of Loretto has continued to
grow, offering attractive interest
rates on savings that have lured
investors from nearby communities, particularly Nelson county.
The reasons for the growth of a
emdl community are not cites'
easy to single out, and usually are
made possible only by a combination of things for you.
So it is in Loretto, where businessmen, clergy and farmers have
worked together to better themselves, in so doing, have brought
progress to the entire county.

WHEN WILT THOU SAVE THE PEOPLE?
When wilt Thou save the people?
0 God of mercy, when?
Not kings and lords, but nations!
Not thrones and crowns, but men!
Flowers of Thy heart,0God, are they;
Let them not pass, like weeds, away,
Their heritage, a sunless day.
God, save the people!
Shall crime bring crime forever,
Strength aiding still the strong?
Is it Thy will, 0Father,
That man shall toil for wrong?
No,say Thy mountains; No,Thy skies;
Man's clouded sun shall brightly rise,
And songs ascend, instead of sighs.
God, save the people!
When wilt Thou save the people?
0God of mercy, when?
The people, Lord,the people,
Not thrones and crowns, but men!
God, save the people, Thine they are,
Thy children as Thine angels fair.
From vice, oppression, and despair,
God,save the people!
—Ebenezer Elliott

Viet Cong Defeetor•
Perhaps the following
suggestion, in regard to
the current Viet Nam War
might, without prior publicity, be worth a try. My
Suggestion is this:
That the United States
print notices to be dropped
over North Viet Names*
supply routes, etc., to the
effect that for a specified
amount of time, say three
months, any of the soldiers
so wishing, might be given
not only sanctuary, but a
substantial sum of money
($2,000-83,000) upon turning in his weapons and amnuusition to the United
States.
For larger pieces such
as tanks, a bonus sum might
be offered. Perhaps tantamount to bribery, we need
only to emphasis• the
peaceful endeavor of such
an offer, made in the de*ire to better the whole
country while depleting the
ranks of the North Viet
Names., GO that our soldiers can come home.
N.W.

former comrades and are
formed into special units
which have been particularly effective because of
their knowledge of the
enemy.
Under the Chieu Hoi program there have been
growing numbers of Viet
Cons defections. The 1964
figure of 5,417 returnees
d to 11,124 in 1965.
in
The figure for 1966 was
20,242. In total, from 1963
to 1966 there were 48,031
returnees in spite of South
Viet-Nam'a internal difficulties. As of October 1,
1967, approximately 23,600
had left the Viet Cons
ranks. Further indications
of the success of the program are to be peen in the
strenuous efforts of the
Viet Cong to combat it and
to warn their forces against
it.
The Doan Kfit (National
Reconciliation) program
was announced by then
Premier Ky on April 19,
1967. While many of its
provisions were already in
effect, the new statement
inaugurates • full-fledged
attempt to persuade Viet
Cons leaders to return to
the Government's side. The
Proclamation offers full
citisenship rights and all.

August H, 19011
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
West State Line
Fulton, Kentucky

Lanut7Colrimerr

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock
August 27, 1948

Dear N.W.:
Since you have expressed
an interest in the possib ilit y of rehabilitating
enemy defectors we would
like to discuss with youths
present efforts being made
in this area. The ChieuHoi
(Open Arms) program, begun in 1963, offer, amnesty
to those who have been
misled or intimidated into
Joining the Viet Cong.
Reception centers are
set up in each province for
the returnees, who are given housing, subsistence,
and clothing. During the
initial weeks,the returnees
are permitted to discuss
their experiences with the
Viet Cong and are given
re-orientation lectures to
enable them to re-adjust to
South Vietnamese society.
Most returnees leave the
cent•rs to return to their
homes and families, but if
their homes are in territory currently under Viet
Cong domination, they are
eligible for re-•ettlement
benefits including • house
and Land in more secure
Some, who wish to
follow new occupations, are
also given vocational training. Some returnees volunteer to fight against their

ROTARY 1NTERNA'PIONAL

td1111,041•1•041111.011111114,0110,0411111Mal three weeks in advance so if it is Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
already booked another film may
Thank you so much for your
be ordered in time for the propt and efficient assistance in
gram.
sending us such a fine selection of
There is a film and film-strip photographs for SUNDAY Magacatalog at both libraries and the zinc.
librarian will assist the patron in
Four of them have been captionmaking his selection if he so de- ed and sent off, air mail - special
sires. Also there is a 16 millimeter delivery, to Mr. Donald Feitel, the
projector and screen which may editor.
be checked out for showing these
The pictures were:
County
are
of
Fulton
citizens
The
readers seem to enjoy them very films or any films that the patron
1) Mr. Harriman being greeted
library
receive
services
to
eligible
much. There is also a verticle file might wish to show.
with flowers on his arrival last
of many kinds. In this article these in both libraries which has current
The patron should call the Fulton year.
services will be outlined and the information on various subjects library to reserve the projector for
2 The Governor of Kentucky adcitizens are urged to make use of that is in leaflet form only. Books the date be wishes to use it, and miring the handicrafts exhibit.
these facilities which are at their may be ordered from the Depart- he may pick it up in Fulton and re3) and 4) Two different views of
disposal.
ment of Libraries in Frankfort turn it the next day.
the one-ton banana pudding, being
There are two libraries and a and from our regional library in
There is a microfilm reader-print- enjoyed by the pretty Miss Ecuador
Fuloperate
in
which
bookmobile
Murray to supplement our supply er in Fulton. There are back issues and the Festival Princess.
ton County. Both libraries (one in of books if we do not have enough of some magazines on microfilm
We will be in touch with you
Fulton and one in Hickman) have books to sufficiently fill the patrons that have proved very helpful to the shortly relative to further developa wide variety of books which may request.
students in writing their term ments. We will probably be sending
be checked out for a period of two
These are records which may be papers. Also if the patron finds an someone down to cover the Festiweeks and may be renewed if Checked out for a period of two article on microfilm that he wishes val, and would appreciate your kind
necessary. There is a wide variety weeks. These records cover all the to have a copy of a print can be assistance in this regard.
of fiction, non-fiction and reference different classifications of music.
made for him.
You must be very proud. Your
books in both libraries. The patrons
Also there is a record played in
There is a talking books machine imaginative concept has grown inmay browse until he finds some.. both libraries ,and a,. set,„of ear. service
Ibtlsa
thing that suits his tulle or,he may. Ohne,' which enables tti6pptrp to have tr
ask the librarians to help find a stt'ahelikten 'th".thr re166rd of"hlii need So
completely
to tribution to Fulton.
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mile
specific book or books on a special choice and not be disturbed by the make applicahon for this machine. My best regards to all.
topic. Also the librarian will help other activity taking place in the There are any number of reasons
Sincerely,
the patron with any reference library.
that a person would have trouble
Barbara Kuehn
questions that he might have.
There are several magazines reading and the librarian will fill
There is a shelf of books from the that are received regularly and out the application for the patron
Public Relations
American Lending Library in At- may be checked out for two weeks and mail ft to Louisville to the
lanta, Georgia, in both libraries. also, except that the current issue Kentucky Industries for the Blind
THE UNIVERSITY OF
These books are both fiction and should stay in the library for pa- and they will receive a record playTENNESSEE
non-fiction and are usually the most trons who come in to enjoy reading er and a catalog of books on record
at Martin
current books which have not yet a magazine in a few spare mo- that they may order. There is no
been received from the Department ments.
charge for this service since it is Mr. Paul Westpheling, Editor
of Libraries in Frankfort. Books
There are several framed pictures provided by the State of Kentucky. The Fulton County News
are constantly on order for Fulton that may be checked out for two The patron does not even have to Fulton, Kentucky 42041
County through the Department of months. There is a wide variety of pay postage on the machine or on
!it
Dear Mr. Westpheling:
Libraries in Frankfort and are be- pictures which could be used in any the records he receives.
ing shipped to our regional head- home and in any room ranging
This summer the libraries have
We greatly appreciate the editorquarters if Murray for Fulton from the living room to the kitchen, had a summer reading program for
ial which appeared in the August
County.
bedroom and den.
the students in Fulton County. The 15 issue of The Fulton County Newt
There are several science fiction
There are films and film-strips theme was "Let's take a vacation titled, "The University of Tennespaperback books which were donat- that may be ordered for the use of trip at our Public Library." The
see at Martin is Contributing Handed to the Fulton library and are be- civic organizations. These films students read 5 books about other
somely to This Whole Area." We
ing circulated. The science fiction should be ordered about two or countries they would like to visit (Continued on Page Twelve)

The golf match between Fulton and Union City
players Sunday at the Union City Country Club course
ended in a tie, with a score of 28 ,.ach. Boots Rogers of
Fulton, with a 76, was medalist, and Toddy Miles, a 78,
was low for Union City.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The
following letters were recently answered by the
Department of State.

2 Anent INS
Mrs. Paul We/Aphelia(
West State Lbw
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Weetitheling:
A few weeks ago, I had OM pied
sure of speaking with yes by
relative to publicity we warn Pe
paring on the International Bina*
Festival. You were most kind MS
helpful.
We have now received a botbi
from the Editor of SUNDAY LSI
zinc in New York City (dirt. Su
000,000) in response to our letter 411.
inquiry. They would like to see peva
tures of last year's Festival and mil
interested in a photo feature for poN
Bible use in their November lestaltS
Would you be so kind as to obtall
a selection of axle glossies for us,
and send them to me, directly
am sure you would have them
available.
Thank you so much for your he
May this year's Festival be the ble
gest and best ever!
Sincerely,
Barbara Kuehn
Public Relations

A resolution signifying its intention to establish and
construct a flood control system for Fulton was passed
by the City Council when it met in special session Monday night. The resolution was the first legal step to be
taken to issue bonds to defray the cost of controlling
flood waters of Harris Fork Creek.
Commissioner of Agriculture Harry F. Waters looks
for a bumper corn crop in Kentucky this year and a tobacco crop that is in "fairly good condition."

In a beautiful ceremony, Miss Charlene Robey:
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Robey of Water Valley;
became the bride of Harold Clark,son of Mrs. Ella Clark
of Water Valley, last Saturday afternoon. Miss Geneva
Byrd of Mayfield was the bride's only attendant, and
James Pewitt of Water Valley was best man. The couple
will make their home in Water Valley, following a.
short wedding trip to the Smoky Mountains.
Palestine: The C. J. Bowers family honored hirn
and daughter, Mrs. James McDade on their birthday on
Tuesday evening with a sumptuous picpic supper on the
lawn of the Hillman Collier farm. An enjoyable evening
was spent by about thirty friends.
West State Line: The wedding of Miss Martha
Moore and Mr. N. B. Robertson took place Saturday
morning in the home of Rev. G. E. Wood at Union City.
The ceremony was performed in the presence of a few
close friends and relatives. Mrs. Roberson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore of this community and
Mr. Robertson is the son of Mrs. Nora Sterling of Union
City.

Austin Springs: On next Sunday at Salem Church
New Arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Furlong, Ful- there will be a special service, as announced by pastor
ton, announce the birth of a nine pound son, Robert Lee, Rev. Jack McClain, "Perfect Membership Attendance
Service." All members are urged to attend.
born August 23 in Haws Memorial.
announce
the
Johnny
Sharpe
birth
of
Mrs.
Mr. and
Repair work is being done to the Buton Lassiter
a daughter, Diane, August 22 in Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Starks announce the birth of a house, a new porch and a new coat of paint will be added
later.
seven pound boy, born August 22 in Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. A. B. Roberts complimented her daughter,
Carolyn, on her eleventh birthday Monday afternoon
with a theatre party. Carolyn and her guests attended
Malco Theatre, after which they went to the Roberts
home on Jackson- Street for ice cream, cake and mints.
The guest list included Ellen Gifford, Gail Dedrnan,
Elizabeth Sisson, Molly Wiley, Mary Ann Hill, Fall
Binford of New Orleans, Betty Gregory and Beverly
Hill.

Route Three, Fulton: The tobacco cutting is going
on now in this community. The women are having nice
evenings visiting their neighbors while the men work.
Chestnut Glade: Thomas Reed of Memphis,formerly of here, invented a device and entered it in the Firestone contest. His good invention won him $50.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Guayon Brundige
on the arrival of a new baby.
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Miss Bennett, Mr. Denny Pledge
Vows In First Christian Church
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"Fashion Ins"
Colored belts are in, but only on a
willowy waist line.
Pants are in; too tight ones are
not.
Gypsy earrings are in, but net
with daytime clothe*.
Bags are in, but not the heavy,
suitcase type.
Curls are in; bangs in your eyes
are out.
•Chains are in; too heavy or too
many are not.
.Well manicured sails are in; red
polish is out.
.Sandals are in, but not on scruffy
looking feet.
- Cut-out dresses are in, but not if
your torso bulges.
;Waist lines are in; the exaggerate4 mini-mini is going out.
J3right and shiny. shoes are in, but
n6t on big feet.
—Mrs. Catherine Thompson
:You can be the washday wizard
itt the laundry room by following
these four steps: (1) Sort - White
clothes, wash and wear, non-fast
colors, nylon and woolens. (2) Inspect and pretreat. (3) Load the
nilichine. (4) Make sure the family
sash is real clean.
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather

ers, bottle stoppers are needed. A
small cutting board to protect
countertop surfaces and an ice
crusher are good to have in this
area. You will find it exciting to
prepare that next snack without
moving out of your tracks.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett
4-H Nutrition-Food — Foods are
fun—great to eat and enjoy, interesting, to prepare. There's a knack
to food preparation that adds pleasure to meal planning. Mystery
surrounds the action of ingredients,
and the quality of the finished product. In 4-1-1, you have a wide field
for investigation. How does baking
powder differ from baking soda?
Why are foods blanched before
freezing? What happens if fresh
(instead of canned) Pineapple is
used in gelatin salad and why?
Have you ever had a "tasting
party" to explore new and different
foods? Nutrition is the principal
reason for our nation's good health
today. Most meals are well balanced and nutritious with sufficient
amounts of proteins, vitamins and
minerals for adequate body growth
and maintenance. Why don't you
enroll in a 4-11 foods projects?
— Mrs. Dean Roper
OnIPMIN.

=Extension Home Economics is an
adult education program for the
homemakers. It reflects the needs
of contemporary living, with emOasis on nutrition, family ecoThe News takes pleasure in wishnomics, home management, housing
and home furnishings, clothing and ing "Happy Birthday" to the foltextiles, human relations, child de- lowing friends:
velopment, and other fields.
August 30: Donald Crews, David
— Mrs. Maxine Griffin
Reed, John Mitchell; August 31:
:FRESH VEGETABLES. In choos. Mrr. Brenda Kay Gorman, Earl
lag fresh vegetables keep these Holloway, J. Roland Laird, Doroguides in mind: Buying in season; thy McKnight, Harvey Vick. Sr.;
buy only what you need; shop care- September 1: Ira Cloys, Wilma
fully; buy quality. For guides in Cloys, Marvin Green, Mrs. E. H.
Elizabeth
Margaret
choosing fresh vegetables, contact Knighton,
your County Extension office for Powell:
the Home and Garden Bulletin
September 2: Dorothy Jean Hut'Mow to Buy Fresh Vegetables",
No. 143. This pamphlet discusses fine, Linda Thorpe Joiner, Melissa
McKinney; September 3: Jim Paw.
selecting most fresh vegetables.
lukiewiez; September 4: Peggy Ann
— Miss Patricia Everett
Counce, Mrs. Leland Jewell; SepSummertime finds the refrigera- tember 5: Mike Butts, Sylvia Cartor center of the kitchen busy a den, Pearl Rushton,
good deal of the time. Sandwiches,
lunches and snacks at an hours
originate here. Make sure your
RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS
center is well equipped to save you
# was announced last
Although
time and energy. This will include
,D CROSS VOLa good assortment of knives for cut- week that die M
ting bread, meats and cheese. Ex- IJNTEERS' program was being
tra ask and pepper shakers for this abandoned, some of the volunteers
area will make sandwich prepara- have made arrangements, on their
tion easier. Ice cream scoop, ordi- own, with the separate individual
nary table knives or special spread- institutions to continue the' work.
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"Coffee Cup Chatter" is going to
be broadcast over the radio beginning Wednesday, August 29th. The
Purchase Area Extension Agents in
Home Economics have been writing
a weekly column, "Coffee Cup
Chatter" in the newspapers in the
area, for the past few months. Now
the Extension Agents will be presenting "Coffee Cup Chatter" over
Radio Station WFUL, Fulton, 1270
on your AM dial each Wednesday
morning at 9:30.
Everyone is invited to listen to
the extension agents as they present
many timely and informative programs by way of radio. Topics will
include such things as "Back to
School Clothing", "Fall .Facelifting
for Your Yard", "Help Your Child
Plan for the Future", "How To
Deal with Your Tensions", "Convenience Foods", "Rag Care",
"Linen Buylines" and "New Ideas
in 4-H".

On Friday, August 16, at eight o'clock in the evening, Miss Elizabeth Gay Bennett became the bride of
Clifford Miller Denny of Lexington, Kentucky, at the
First Christian Church of Fulton. The Reverend Henry
Hanna, assisted by Dr. Clarke Bloomfield, pastor of The
Church of the Good Shepherd (Episcopal) of Lexington,
performed the double-ring ceremony before friends and
relatives.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
To Be Aired On WFUL

The stately Gothic architecture
of the sanctuary provided a back- over illusion in the same shade as
ground of elegant simplicity for the the dresses. They carried topiary
vows which were spoken before bouquets of small Fugi chrysanthethe communion table holding a cen- mums.
Attending the groom as best man
tral floral arrangement of large
his brother, Collins Denny, Ill
white Fugi chrysanthemums and was
gladioli, accented with jade, emer- of Richmond, Virginia. Groomsmen
Dison W. Christian of Richald and leather leaf fern. Brass were
vases in naves on either side of the mond; Major Robert Lindsey of
Fort
Gordon,
Georgia; Russell des
chancel held smaller arrangements
of the mums and gladioli. Heart Ccgntes, Jr., and James Machmer,
of Lexington, Kentucky.
shaped candelabra, contaiinng white both
cathedral tapers, stood directly be- Mrs. Bennett, mother of the bride,
hind the communion table, while was attired in a melon chiffon gown
floor standards of seven-branched of empire design. sand's of velvet
candelabra, entwined with jade and petals in the same melon shade
emerald greenery, were placed on outlined the empire waist and
e.ther side of the table and in front bordered the elbow-length sleeves.
of the chancel. The tapers were Her headpiece was a brief veil aclighted by Collins Denny, IV and cented with sprays of feathers reWilliam Denny of Richmond, Vir- peating the color of the gown.
Mrs. Collins Denny, Jr., mother
ginia, nephews of the groom.
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs. of the groom, was lovely in a forSteve Wiley, organist, presented se- mal gown of pale blue alaskine
lections consisting of "Song With- which had as its only ornamentsout Words," Mendelssohn; the lion, a jeweled band at the neckhymns, "Now Thank We All Our line. Both mothers wore pure white
God," and "All Glory Land and orchids pinned at their shoulders.
Following the wadding, Mr. and
Honor," Bach Chorales; "Penis
Angelicas," by Caesar Franck; Mrs. Bennett entertained with a reat the Fulton Country Club.
ception
"Andante" from Beethoven's 7th
Symphony; "Ave Maria" by Bach- Arrangements of small yellow Fugi
Gounod and "Benedictus," Von chrysanthemums, white roses and
Weber. The bridal party entered to tuberoses with leather fern were
"Rigadon" by Campra. Wagner's placed at viantage points throughout
"Bridal Chorus" from Lohengrin the reception room. The bride's
and "Recessional" by Mendelssohn table, overlaid in white satin and
were used for the processional and garlanded in smilax, held an allwhite tour-tiered wedding cake on
recessional.
The bride, who was given in mar- which was •nosegay of white bridal
riage by her father, wore a gown roses. The base of the cake was
of ivory silk peau de soie designed encircled with strings of smilax.
with a closely fitted bodice featur- Punch was served from silver
ing a scoop neckline and elbow. punch bowls at either end of a
length sleeves. Appliques ot re-em- white satin-covered table whose cenbroidered Alencon lace, accented tral -appointment was a five-branchwith clusters of seed pearls and ir- ed silver candelabrum holding
ridescents, encircled the bodice burning white tapers.
which was fastened in the back
Serving the guests at the recepwith tiny self-covered buttons ending just below the waistline. Wide tion were Mrs. Collins Denny, III,
loops of peau de soie fell from the Mrs. R. A. Batts, Jr. of Lexington,
back of the Waist over the full Mies Osrol Luther, Miss Nancy
akinl which descended into a full Tress,end Mis9 Sherry lifilstead,pf
circular chapel train. Appliqued de- Fulton. "'Kith wore a corsage of
stuns of lace were repeated on the white glameliss.
front of the skirt and the train.
the evening, the bride
Late
She wore a chapel length veil of im- and groom left for a wedding trip
ported handmade Duchess lace to Hilton Head Island, Sogth Carowhich had been worn by the lina, For traveling, the loPide wore
groom's mother in her own wed- a costume suit of brown linen with
ding. Her bridal bouquet was of a jacket of beige knit. Her acceswhite bridal inns land carnations sories were brown. Completing her
surrounded by lemon leaves with costume was a corsage of beige
which she carried a Belgian linen cymbidium orchids. Mr. and Mrs.
and lace handkerchief, a gift of the Denny are now at home at 1043
groom's aunt.
Cross Keys Road, Lexington, Ky.
Mrs. Robert Lindsey of Augusta
Georgia attended her sister as maMrs.
Out-of-town guests were
tron of honor and Miss Mary Grant Clarke Bloomfield, Mrs. James
DeMyer served es bridesmaid. Both Machmer, Kim and David Machattendants wore floor-length gowns mar, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Batts, Jr.
of Greenspray chiffon, designed all of Lexington; Mrs, Collins Denalong princess lines, with bands of ny IN, Collins Denny, IV, Bic Denmatching satin at the neckline end- ny, Mrs. R. M.'White, Mrs. Eugene
ing in bows from which fell straight Mann, Mrs. Dixon Christian, Mr.
satin panels. The only detail on the and Mrs. John C. Miller, Jr., all of
front of the dresses was a row of Richmond, Virginia; Mrs. J. B.
oval-shaped satin-covered buttons. Stephenson of Kent, Ohio, and Mrs.
Their headpieces were Dior bows Robert Hyland of Brandenburg, Ky.

Homemakers To Elect
Officers In October

Miss Clement

Miss Nelda Jo Clement To Wed
Ward Bushart II In December
Mr. and Mrs. James Joseph Clement of Fulton
announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Nelda Jo Clement, to Mr. Robert Ward Bushart II,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Ward Bushart, also of
Fulton.
The wedding will take place in December at
the First Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Fulton.
The bride-elect was graduated from South Fulton High School and has completed three years of
study at the University of Tennessee Martin. She
will enter 'Murray State Urdvers4y this fall;4.
Clement is a member of thi Omega Sororit9.
Mr. Bushart was graduated from Fulton High
School and attended the University of Kentucky.
He will receive a B. S. degree from Murray State
University in January. He is a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
Miss Clement is the granddaughter of Mrs.
James Jefferson Clement and the late Mr. Clement,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. George Washington
Brann of Fulton.
Mr. Bushart is the grandson of the late Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Lee Bushart and Mrs. Luco Henry
Howard and the late Mr. Lynn Thomas Callahan of
Fulton.

The Fulton County Homemakers
Fall Advisory Council met at The
Robert Thompson's home Thursday
afternoon, August 22nd at 2:00
o'clock with ,19 members and Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Area Extension Agent, present.
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., Vice-President. called the meeting to order in
the absent of Mrs. Bill Holland,
president. Mrs. Roy M. Taylor
called the roll in the absence of Mrs.
Gerald Binford, Secretary-Treasurer, and read the minutes of last
meeting and gave the treasurer report.
Each Club is to discuss classes in
Defensive Driving for this fall.
Mrs. Taylor gave the Area 4-H
Council Report.
Mrs. Thompson discussed the Program Planning for the 1969 year,
also, the National Extension Homemakers Council Meeting, October
20:h through 25th.
New business is the election of
officers at the October Club meeting. The District Meeting will be
in the Fellowship Hall at the First
Christian Church. Blandville Road,
Paducah, Kentucky, October 10th,
time 9:30 to 1230. An Area Radio
Pro ram • to be each Wednesday
mo rig, '9:30 over WF'UL Radio
.,„
'Starr:in, tultbn; Kehtutilly. A committee composed of Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Bill P. Threlkeld, Mrs.
Joe McGaugh, and Mrs. Bill Fenwick was appointed to plan the Annual Meeting for the Fulton County Homemakers.

Miss Ann Bondurant Reveals Her
Wedding Plans To Ronald Foley
Miss Ann Bondurant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Bondurant of Hickman, is announcing plans for
her marriage to Ronald E. Foley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleburn Foley of Martin.
The First Baptist Church in Hickman will be the
setting for the wedding, which will take place at seven
o'clock the evening of August 31, The Rev, R. H. Dills,
pastor of the church, will officiate.
Miss Bondurant has chosen her
sister, Miss Amy Bondurant, as her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Jane Voorhees, Miss Pat Bond
and Mr? David Mattox, and the
junior bridesmaid will be Miss
Lucy Bondurant, sister of the
bride.
Cleburn Foley, father of the
groom, will serve his son as best
men. Groomsmen will be Roy

Foley, Dennis Foley, Donnie Davis
and Bruce Earheart. Ushers will be
George Caldwell, David Reed and
Bobby German.
Following the wedding, a reception will be held in the home of
the bride's parents. Assisting will
be Mrs. Johnnie Hundley, sister of
the groom, Miss Betty Murw, Miss
Barbara Zarecor, Miss Janie Caldwell and Miss Susan White,

Miss Bondurant Is Honoree At
Many Lovely Pre-Nuptial Events
Mrs. David Holland, Mrs. Olney
Johnson and -Mrs. Roland Green,
hostesses at an informel party at
the Roland Green residence in
Hickman on July 17.
Mrs. R. B. Owens and Mrs.
David Mottos hostesses to a luncheon on July 51 at the Davy Crockett
Hotel in Union City.
Mrs. Brantly Ambere, Mrs. Erle
Mrs. David B. Graham and Miss Ezell and Mrs. King Davis hostesses
Kate Graham, hostesses at a lunch- at a linen Avower on August 6 in
eon on July 13 at the Bilttnore Res- Mrs. Ambenes home In Hickman.
taurant in Union CMY.
(Casisinued in Page Finnilien)
A popular bride and groom and
two prominent families have been
made happier these past few weeks
by their many friends who have
hosted the couple at a large number
of delightful parties in their tumor.
Beginning in July, the bridal
4mie have been the inspiration at
tills lovely events:

Bridal Party
Given For
Miss Bolin
-Miss
Cathie Lou B ol n, bride -elect
was honored with a kitchen
gadget shower Friday at the
hqme of Miss Harriett Hancock.
Co-hostesses with Miss Hancock
were Misses Mae Mann and
Janie Noles.
The honoree was presented a
gift from the hostesses and also
a corsage made of tiny kitchen
gadgets.
Game prizes were won by
Miss Cindy Homra and the honoree. Refreshments were served.
Those ,attending and sending
gifts included Misses Chris McKinney, Barbara Brown, Cindy
Homra, Brenda Harrison, Diane
Wilkerson, Doris Bolin, Mrs,
Carbilene Bolin and Mrs. E. E.
Powers.

David Puckett Given
Gin -Away Party

Terse Fay* Coulon

September Wedding Is Foretold
For Miss Coplen, Mr. Shemwell
Mr and Mrs. J. E. Coplen of
Warren, Michigan, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Tress
Faye, to Thomas G. Shemwell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Shemwell 0(
Wingo, Kentucky.
Miss Coplen is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields of
Wingo and of Mrs,. Fos Ooplen of
Paducah and die late Mr. Nolan
Coplen.
She graduated from Center Line
High school, Center Line, Michigan,
and from Dombe School of Beauticians in Warren. Mich.
Mr. Shemwell is a graduate of

Wingo High School. He completed
pre-veterinary medicine at the
University of Kentucky and is presently a junior student in the School
of Veterinary Medicine at Auburn
University, Auburn, Alabama.
The vows will be solemnized on
Friday. September 6, at seven
o'clock in the evening in the Wingo
Baptist Church, with the pastor,
Rev. Bill Lowry, officiating.
The bride's parents will host a reception immediately following the
ceremony. All friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend
bob the wedding and the reception,
to beheld In the church.

^

The patio and back lawn of
the McMorries home on Frankie
Lane, maths setting for a
"whales-well" party for David
Puckett, who with his family
Al be banks soon to make
their Mae ha Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. Mies Senate McMartins and
her pareats Mod the party.
Theo ansalles be patty wore
the wet at boor. illy Ilhe
011111111, Otis Philsa. 112 nerd.

Diode Sands at Ulla
Jam Omit. Illuita
Jaen Taskr, Carmen Gastor
and the holm

Cindy Homra
Enrolls At UK
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra accompanied their daughter, Cindy, to the
University of Kentucky at Lexington, where she la enrolled as a
freshman.
Mr. and Mrs. H0111111.6 daughter,
Mrs. William Shdeed of Oklahoma
City, visited them last week, returning to her home during the
week end.
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School Merger Board

Smith Americans
To Visit Fair
Thirty to 0 young people from
South American countries visiting in this area in connection
with the International Banana
Festival in Fulton-South Fulton,
IlePt. 4-7, will be guests or the
Oblen County Fair Association
..it Thursday.
The group willarrive at lla. rn.
by bus and enjoy lunch at the concitation stands. A guided tour of
the fairgrounds is planned.

Following the lead taken Tuesday night by the Union City Council, both the Union City and Canon County school superintendents
said today they will soon name their members to a En-member
board to study the combining of the two school systems.
Acting under a bill mailed by the state legislature in 196;
Mayor James L. Hippy Tiles*y named fin members to serve
on the board.
The law provides that both
the mayor and county judge appoint five members and that both
school miperiatendents appoint
fine more members each.
This board will thee be given
from IS to IS months tomakedetailed studies of the school systoms involved and submit their
— Buy one at regular price
recommendation. In writing to
— Get second one for
the city and comity governments.
Both J. H. Rochelle, superintendent of the Union City school
ayaMth, and C.D. Parr, superintendent of the Mice County
school trystem. said today they
are notifying their board members in order to give them time
to think about possible choices
Many other sale items throughout the store!
before they next meet.
Mr. Rochelle said the city
board will meet Monday night
and that their five members of
the study group will probably be
Fulton, Ky.
Lake Street
nained that night.
Mr. Parr said the county
board does not meet until late
September but indicated a called
meeting may be held in order that

Sot

WEST STATE LINE

Ito
2

Gro

2
Wr

OPEN TO THE

PUBLIC

Iii

Prices good 2 weeks: Aug.26 - Sept.7
Mon. Thurs II: to 7:

NO FEE,
NO STAMPS -

MENS SHIRTS

THE LEADER STORE

FULTON DISCOUNT

Fri - Sat.

II: to 8

National Brands

NO GIMMICKS!

AT

GREAT SAVINGS

BASEBALL BONANZA!

RCI9DtI
A REFRESHENER
REGULAR
PRICE 49d

9
2

SPECIAL
WIFFL1 BALL
WIFFLE BAT OFFER

DAY1 IME 15's

Al
Pod
wris

FAMILY SIZE
REG $1.59

num

FOAM AND SILK

stucco • brick
aluminum

SPECIAL REG $1.69

ANYTHING

PUSH BUTTON REG $2.00
LITTLE GIRL REG $2.00

BATH OIL
794
$1.23
REGULAR $1.50

$1.07

NEW ACME
ammatrate

FAMILY SIZE
REG $1.59

SCOPE*

LARGE SIZE
ENDEN REGULAR

Reaista blistering, fumes, alkalis • Low chalt•
Brushes, rolls, or sprays on without sags or
marks • Fade and stain resistant—comes in a complete range of colors including new White Brilliance!
Solves most housepainting problems when applied
according to directions.

Walnut Street

SHA

END EN
LOTION

SHAMPOO

Phone 472-1434

enden

REG
PRICE 99i

REGULAR
PRICE 99d
TENDER TOUCH

DIRECT SERVICE TO YOU — ON YOUR FARM

BATH OIL

TENDER TOUCH

MOISTURE
BATH

Tender
'thud%
son sa

LARGE SIZE
REG $2.50

REGULAR
PRICE $1.50 .

Royal Typewriter
NO. 890
SPECIAL
PRICE
61111111.1160111101111111111

615

NOW! Butts has Two bulk trucks for on - farm delivery
of bulk dairy and hoq feed.
ALSO a service van for special service and animal
health products direct to your farm.

[
we
Cl

All

Paints wood

HOUSE PAINT

BI

PAMPERS

AND

New Miracle Paint
for ALL
Exterior Surfaces

LATEX

Lie
vs.
firm
Cern
horn
flied

FREE!

SEE OUR DISPLAY
their five-member group can be
earned.
will
Judge Leland', who
name the five remaining memstudy
committee,was
bers to the
not in town for comment today,
but it is expected he will name
these persons in the near fuhire.
Commenting on the proposed
merger of the two school systems, Mr. Rochelle said, "I
think it is wise to make a study
and I will be willing to abide by
the findings of the group,providd the study is made in a "ydsmanner.
nate and scientific
"I think the people should be
given the facts and then allowed
to decide the matter on the
basis of these facts.
"I certainly am taking an
open-minded attitude toward
the study and think we are forSmite in having a law setting out
bow it should he done."
Mr. Parr said, °Fm wholeheartedly In favor of doing anything and making any move which
will provide a better educatioa
for our boys and girls. I think
perhaps the cite
is thinking
along the right lines and this
latete might be the rightapproach
be the matter."
Mr. Parr went on to say mach
a dembleation of school systems
migh1 make it possible to operate with fewer but larger schools
which could offer a more comprehensive Program.
Both superintendents
made
It clear the views they expressed were their own and did not
necessarily reflect that of their
boards.

Col
N.
Oó
V.
to

Royal Ultronic
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

Safari Typewriter

LET US STORE & GRIND YOUR GRAIN THIS FALL
WAYNE
FEEDS

C.7

SPECIAL
PRICE

Print'Shows

Fulton, Ky.

USED FURNITURE

Speed Queen Automatic
washer
260.1111
Ihni living room suite,
2 piece
$25.96
Green living ream suite,
2-place
$15.00
Wringer-type washer,
geed
sa
Electric ranges
$15 and SS
Cohen mattress
$S
New GE Washer
$125.00
Odd Divans
from $5.00
Vacuum Cleans(
$15.00
Bad springs,
$5 each
Refrigerators,
$15 and up
Lineletum rugs, regular, lac
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Cern, in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised!

HELD WANTED — MALE: Career
openings now available for young
men with ambition and good education (college perferred) to train in
Quality Control Engineering and
Management. High starting salaries depending on education and ex.
perience. Please write full details
of education, experience and interests to:—Quality Manager, H. I. S.
Siegel Co. Bruceton, Tenn. 38317

Furniture Stare
Fulton
Phone 472-3421

k

Broadway Gun Shop
South Fulton 479-2134

USED GAS
and

FLECTRIC

STOVES
and

We Repair ALL Models
of Pistols, Guns, Rifles

WE SELL AND TRADE

Vote For

DAN CROCKER

Large Selection
Of

I

—NEW ANO USED —
Shotguns, Rifles, Pistols
All Named Brands

Used Televisions, all kinds
From
$35.00
All kinds of fishing tackle
Pocket knives, scout knives,
wrist watches for ladies and
Tess,
TAM
ether items toe
numerous to mention.

- Betty Vowell
won her eighth Women's Championship Monday at the Fulton
Country Club, defeating Nancy
Bushart, defending champion, 4
and 3 in match play.
Mrs. Vowell had lost to Miss
Busham in 1984 and 1967 in the
finals of the tournament.

REGISTER NOW for Our *
weeks' STENOGRAPHIC COURSE
SPEEDWRITING Shorthand,
typewriting, Matiseleal typewriting,
*pea*, Bleig, aloe meDictaphone),
ddles§ (including
alableintion office practice, general
office practice, pereooality development, clerical and civil service, ac
counting. Bruce Business Institute,
314 Poplar, Martin, Tenn. 'Ils/o.
phones 517-4911.

WADE'S USED

All kinds and sixes of shells

Betty Vowell
Wins Eighth
Golf Crown

Page 5

CLASSIFIED

BARGAINS

Pi. 7

Thursday, August 29, 1918

!REFRIGERATORS
All Guaranteed
'Exchange Furniture
Company

IIndmermossuissuironswitti
Commercial Ave; Fulton

FULTON THEATRE
STARTS THURSDAY 7-BIG DAYS! (A)
"UNDER 16 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY
PARENT"
lailtweam. FOs"
Gra pi
Myna."Pix....t

IN Jill. LAWRENCE'S TIRE

Arld attt&a.
11.110141)MON CePer
INvemes, was INVOtil halm PARIDGE

South Fulton City Commissioner
SHARP 51100713til - Fsilton's Jasper Vowel!
(third from left) held the lead at the ninth annual
Verno3.
Verhin• Olsen Golf Tournament at
Poplar Meadows Country Club easeny until he
slammed two drives into the cemetery for Pewit'
strokes. He wound up with a 150 and tied for

Mtn

second with Jimmy Knott (right) at Trenton.
Vowel' broke the tie in a sudden death playoff.
Herethey talk with Felix Goasum of Fultoo

°eft) and Mike Powell of Trenton. Don Rogers
the tourney with

SEPTEMBER 3, 1968

of Newborn (not pictured) won
a 141.

Newbern Golfer Wins
Vernon Verhine Open

— Your Vote And Influence Appreciated —

James Green and Mrs. C. H.
Newton. a 48 by Mrs. Duren
Rogers, and a 49 by Mrs. George
Winter Jr.
Team captains were Mrs. Joe
Trees and Mrs. Charles Wade
Andrews.

The ninth annual J. Vernon Verldn• Open
Tournament,
a full Meld of 123 players participating, wasGolf
won by Don Rogerswith
of
Nowhere Sunday with a 36 hole score of Ia.
Jasper Vowel' of rulton, a favorite with many Union Canna, captured second place by Sateating James Knott of Trenton on the second
hole of a sudden death playoff.
Thetwo tied at the end of the regular 36 holes with scores of 150.
Vowel', • former Verhine champion, had things going his way
and appeared to be the winner
Ul disaster struck on the Number 4 hole where he drove into
the cemetery twice and his shot
on the tee then was stroke Number 5 on a par four bole.
Club professions' Kayo Mullen
had the course in excellent dope
for the tourney but today said
there is no opportunity for the
tourney, now well miablialied.lo
grow unless the club is We to
build another nine holes. Retold
ese seed at a second nine holes
tam beer demonstrated this summer with crowded conditions
existing on most toys.
Duringthe tournament the participants were provided lunch by
the club and many of them attended a membership dinner dance

Mrs. Vowell Ties
For Medalist Honors
In Fulton Tourney

MY DENNIS. KEIR DULLEA
ANNE IlEYW(X)D.....

ey awe AM UAW..140110110 KOCI1

For

— Mrs. Jasper
Vowell of Fulton and Mrs. Walter Mirth of Somerville, Teen.,
tied for medalist honors In
Ladies Day action Tuesday at
the Fulton Country Club. Both
shot nine-bole scores of 41. Mrs..
Vowell then won a draw for first
Place.
Mrs. Shirai, won the prize for
low putts, Mrs. C. D. Edwards
had the most improved score.
and Mrs. W. J. McCarthy won
the novelty prize Ins draw with

At CBBO We Call It

Mrs. Dick Meacham.
Other low scores included 47s
by Miss Nancy Busbert, Mrs.

Ithc.f
THE '41HI

HERE!

Holy.
,
SUN - MON - TUES SEPT. 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
Valler

the...
White Stripe One Side
Red Stripe One Side

or
theDolls

Outside
masonry to paint?
The paint job
lasts longer with

The right
paint for

ACME QUALITY

BRICK

Exterior Masonry Paint

CONCRETE
STUCCO
CEMENT BLOCK
ASBESTOS
SIDING

MEETING

• A special recognition ceremony will honor former Board or Stockholder Committee Members
and Farm Home Advisory Committee Members.
You'll find it a warming experience . . as you
know they will. So come meet old friends and
make new ones, vote for new leaders, hear reports. enjoy singing and good company. Bring a
neighbor. Help celebrate Southern States Cooperative's 45 years of service to farmers.
TIME: 8:30 P.N.CDST
DATE: Tuesday, September 3, 1968
PLACE: Park Terrace Restaurant

Will not blister, flake, or rub off...
resists alkali and mildew . . big
choice of bright colors

A GALLON

BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
Phone 472-1434

Southern States Cooperative, Inc.
Fulton, Kentucky Service
South Fulton, Tenn. 479-2352

AMERICA'S ANSWER TO THE
EUROPEAN RADIAL TIRE—the Fiberglass Belted Wide
'600'.This fabulous tire is made with two belts& strongerthan-steel Fiberglass cord under the tread and two bias
plies of Polyester cord.
The Fiberglass Belted Wide'600' gives you the best of
two worlds--the many advantages of radial tires plus riding comfort.
-00
Why don't you become a part of the group that puts
you ahead.
If We tires you need., be a "Real Hogr

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

CBStO TIRE CO.

r;ntShowis ti -

Thursday, August 29, 1968

Fulton, Ky.

VINE
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SLICED KREY
BACON

A

12 oz Pkg

FRYER PARTS
I REELFOOT SLICED LUNCHEON man
BREAST
lb. 5k BACKS and NECKS lb. 10c LIVER - CHEESE, PICKLE & PIMENTO
LEGS and THIGHS lb. 49c LIVERS
lb. 8k SOUSE, SPICED. LUNCH MEAT
WINGS
lb. 25c GIZZARDS
lb. 3k DELUXE - LOAF, CHICKEN - LOAF
KREY — GOURMET — FULLY COOKED
FRESH PREPARED
2 LB. BOX
U. S. CHOICE
DIXIE BRAND
HAMS fully cooked lb. 99c COLD SLAW
box 8k SIRLOIN STEAK
lb. 9k FRANKS
ROUYOOT-SMOKED
REELFOOT SMOKED
DIXIE
CENTER
HAMS whole
lb. 55c HAMS butt half
lb 5k SLICED BACON 2 lbs. 99c
IEDCUifill

3PICGS.89

FRESH

SMOKED=
HAMS Lb.ROZEN
PORK BRAINS
FRESH
PORK LIVER

PORK•
SHOULDER
Labor Day
HOLIDAY

FRESH LEAN

lb. 2k ilic2iirrits 10for $1.00 PORK RIBS
FRESH
lb. 4k PREIC CUTLETS
lb. 8k PIG FEET

Super Value Or Colonial Big
114 1.11 1.erte

BREAD

5$
FOR1

Get One Barbecued
For

PORTION

r .
ill
1 IA:GISTEli

1FOR
MONTH'S FREE
I

YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONf.

FRENCH-FRIES
LBenec

PURE CANE
LIMIT ONE PLEASE

Betty Crocker — Assort. Flavors 18-oz. Cans

1

with additional excluding milk
65.00 purchase and tobacco products

BAG

GIANT SIZE

lb. 19c 'ft
lb. 19c

HAMBURGER
BUNS

4
POTATO_TFERsi
390:

Pbcq

FOR

FASWEET 12-oi.

I

PUDDING
3 for $1.00 JERGENS SOAPA each 10c AJAX POWDERS each 6k LIQUID SWEETNER ea. 9k
LIBBY'S 46-oz. CANS
Each
CANS CONTADIN
3 LB CAN
each 55c COLGATE 11-os. CAN
REG. 79c
PINEAPPLE JUICE
TOMATO SAUCE 2 cans 25c
INSTANT SHAVE
5k

Es,
PEACH

i MISS GEORGIA NEW PACK FREESTONE
,

1

LIVING
100.:
IN FREE MDSE $

srzE

CROOKED

Super Value Or Colonial Big

1M1101. .011111M. 4111■0

LB.

BATH

or

lb. 59c PIG TAILS
lb. 19c POEslik TRIPE

i4mm

FRO=

LB.

STRAIGHT

No Obligation Register As Often As You Enter Our f.;:re

1

2 lbs. 99c
lb. $1

JOHNSON'S 27-ox.

ail

214 SIZE CAN

BUNNY BREAD CO. REG. 39c PKG.
29oz $
CANS

REELFOOT

GLO COAT WAX each 79c LARD
3 LB. CAN
14-oz. KAS
each
85c CORNIES

00

SWEET GOODS 3
FROZEN 10-oz. BAG

GIANT 18-ox. JAR

4lb.box 59c ORANGES Mandarin ea. 37c COFFEE MATE
FLAVOR KIST 2 LB.
ZESTEE
14 oz 49c FIG BARS
box 4k SALADcrriiJARRESSI

BANANAS 1,B°PLEDEN LB 10C )LARGE
PEPPERS 3FoR 25' dItEEN-ONIONS
LARGE

REEN

— WE WILL OPEN ALL DAY LABOR DAY —

Be Sure And Support Your
Obion County Fair This Week
Come by and get your new
Quality Stamp Catalog

•••

For

1

